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Recently Nagai and Ishikawa have investigated 
the excluded volume effect on the dipole 
moment of a polymer chain by the conventional 
perturbation method. They found that, up to 
the term in z3 (z, the excluded-volume param
eter), the following simple relation exists, and 
they presumed that the relation may hold for 
any other higher order of perturbation. 

<u2) -1 <r-u)/ ( <r2) -1) ( 1) 
<u2)0 <r2)o<u2)0 <r2)o 

In eq 1, r and u are the end-to-end vector and 
the dipole moment vector of the chain respec
tively, and the average with and without sub
script O refer to those in the absence and in the 
presence of the interaction between segments. 

We will show in this paper that Nagai and 
Ishikawa's presumption is actually valid not 
only for any order of perturbation but also for 
any type of interaction and, in addition, there 
exists a more general scaling relation between 
the distribution function of r and u. 

The distribution function of a polymer con
formation can be written in the form, 

P(u, V1, V2, · · · VN) 
=Po(U, V1, V2, .. · VN )Q(v1, V2, .. · VN) . ( 2) 

In eq 2, V; is the end-to-end vector of i-th 
segment, N is the number of segments in the 
chain and P0 is the unperturbed distribution 
function, the explicit form of which will be 
given later. In the case of pairwise interaction, 
Q is given by 

Q= exp [ - k~ lfm U(v1 +vl+1 + · · · +vm)] , 

( 3) 
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where U is the the interaction potential between 
segments. The particular form of Q, however, 
does not affect the results and the following 
argument applies to any type of interaction. 
From eq 2 we can derive the distribution 
function of r and u, 

Pu(U)= ~d3V1 .. -d3vNP(u, V1, .. ·VN). ( 4) 

P,(r)= d3ud3v1 · · · d3vN 

Xo(V1 + • · · +vN-r)P(u, V1, · • •VN) ( 5) 

Here we use the Fourier transform for each 
distribution function. For arbitrary function 
F(r1, r2, · · ·rn) the Fourier transform function is 
denoted by F(k1, k2 , ··-kn)-

- 1 a a F(k1, k2, ••-kn)= jd r1 • • -d rnF(r1, Y2· • •rn) 

xeilk1·r1+· .. +kn rnl • ( 6) 

Then eq 2, 4, and 5 are transformed into, 

- k k k \ d3q1 d3qN 
P( u, 1, ••• N)= j(2ir)3 ... (2ir)3 

X P(ku, k1-q1, • • •, kN-qN) 

XQ(q1,·••,qN) (7) 

Pu(ku)=P(ku, k1=k2= · • · =kN=O) ( 8) 

P,(k,)=P(ku=O k1=k2= • • • =kN=k,) ( 9) 

According to Nagai and Ishikawa we assume 
that P 0 is a multi-variate Gaussian function and 
can be characterized by three parameters, C.., 
C,u, and Cuu· 

C.,= lim F 1<r2) 0, C,u= lim F 1<r-u)0, 
N-~ N-~ 

Cuu= lim <u2) 0 (10) 
N-= 
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Then we can write J\ explicitly. 

+2
1
t C,uku ·ki+ 

1
t Crrkz2)] (11) 

Thus we have the following relation: 

J\(ku, -qi, -q2, -qN) 

(12) 

From eq 7-9 and using the relation of eq 12 
we obtain the following scaling relation. 

Fu(ku)= exp [ -; ( Cuu- ~::)ku2
) 

xP ( C,uk) ,,. c,,.,,. u 

Using the following relations: 
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(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

we immediately obtain eq 1. Here it should 
be noted that eq 10 is valid only if we ignore 
the contribution of the order of 1/N. The 
present argument, therefore, cannot apply to the 
case where the dipole moment is independent 
of degree of polymerization. 2 

Note. The proof of eq 12 in Nagai and 
Ishikawa's paper will be given in the following. 
Since the following inequality holds for arbitrary 
real number t, 

<(r+tu)2)0 =<u2) 0t2 +2<r-u)0t+<r2) 0 ~O ( 16) 

the following inequality must hold: 

(17) 

Of course the average in eq 17 may be of a 
quite general nature in so far as eq 16 is 
satisfied. 
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